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Published on 24-11-2017 at 02:37:40 hi I am looking for a tablet to offer Christmas for my father, for hyper use ... polyvalent he would like to be able to play his games (candy crush ) as on his phone, but on the big screen, so 10 or more (his view falls), so android, but also maybe replace the desktop PC
that it uses it has to recognize very, very little, so under the W10 for office use I can not find too much if the tablet that runs under both systems I find some, but that the Chinese brand little see is not known at all as a bonus to be able to add a keyboard even in Bluetooth, and HDMI output to connect the
TV will be a big plus to be able to watch the movie / series on TV I forgot the budget ... It's far from the surface or the iPad Pro... about 300, you can put a little more if it costs the cost, or buy the keyboard separately later Post, published chtit on 24-11-2017 at 02:48:16 10 1 Android tablet: Comparison of
the best models in 2020 at the top of the top choice editor Value for money Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Ultra Ultra Power Monster - Dex Mode for use on the outer screen Huawei MediaPad M5 - 2K Screen - High Performance - Xiaomi Mi Platform Fast Charging 4 - Significant Battery Life - Good Screen
Quality - Mini Price Watch Price See price 12 days ago Android Tablet 1 ZOOM for Android improves, and offers virtual tools For several months , zoom has become an important tool for remote professional collaboration. Some of the app's most popular features include adding virtual tools in the
background during a video call. The feature finally arrives on Android, after rolling out on PCs, Macs and iOS. 27 days ago Android Tablet 5 3 48 Test of Huawei Matepad Pro: it has everything great except access to Google Despite the ban on the use of Google services, Huawei continues to deploy
treasures of ingenuity in the market of potentially attractive products. This is the case of Matepad Pro, a high-end tablet that should be comfortable in professional use like this for leisure. And, by the way, overshadow the competition (iPad Pro and Galaxy Tab S6). Okay, but what does it look like in real
life? 2 months ago Android Tablet 5 1 2 1 5 December 2019 at 07:09:47 Surmesmorts wrote: December 17, 2019 at 23:43:28 TheVroden wrote: 17 Dec 2019 at 22:33:33 Surmesmorts wrote: S5e will be infinitely better if it is for multimedia, the screen is perfect and Amoled, 4 speakers The quality I have
is one and it is really excellent considering its price. But if it's for office use takes a lot iPad.Et in 1 year it's out of date? Of course, it's best to focus on the software over the rest if it's just for multimedia. Well 4/3 screen? On this account so much to stay on the smartphone, so it is not suitable. Once I do not
know the needs of the author. Objectively, I will use my browser 90% of the time, next to word processing, some movies/series and no games (no time for that). I tested the S5e, S6 and iPad Air at Fnac. I believe the benefits of iPad OS on Android, I can't feel them, so my use will be basic. The Samsung
One UI has its several optimized applications and that's more than enough for me. Also, I have a Netflix account and I download a lot of movies or TV series, I confess that the movie demo on the iPad was really not convincing. Getting used to watching my videos on PCs, switching to a 4:3 format made
me all ridiculously nothing wrong on Samsung tablets on the other hand. Where can I get in the long run I think. The iPad you're buying now and you have a follow-up to follow for a few years. Not sure what Samsung is as clean about it... After that is really helpful, I don't know. Continuous comparison
below Operating System Choice plays a big role in buying a tablet and will guide your use. In addition to the brand and size of the tablet, you will choose a tool built on a specific operating system, also called os, the initials of the English term Operating System. The operating system is a set of programs
designed to make the computer work and allow it to respond to user orders. On this hardware, the choice between Windows, Apple, Linux ... On the consumer tablet, the main systems are iOS, unique to iPad, Android, the system developed by Google, and Windows 8.1, launched by Microsoft.Each
operating system offers very different ergonomics and presentation. You may be more or less sensitive to these, its rating system as you find your favorite... Most importantly, the operating system determines the use of software and access to applications.2/ Criteria for choosing If you are already
equipped with a smartphone, it is better to choose the same system. So you can keep your habits. You'll also appreciate the ability to get all the apps and organizations you're used to. Also take into account your Some tablets are more suitable for such use because they have more or less office,
multimedia, leisure applications ... Similarly, if you want to communicate, share directly or play directly with family, friends or business relationships, it may be important to know which tablets they use to equip you with a similar model.3/ iOS: Apple's operating system principle iOS is the operating system
developed by Apple for iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad. The latest version is iOS 8. This update dates back to September 2014. It includes a new control center, which is very practical. The iOS 8 System ergonomics comes in the form of icons on the pages that you scroll horizontally with your fingertips. To
open the app, just click on the icon. A number of features are offered as standard, including cameras, Internet access, email, images ... Easy to use Interface is intuitive and easy to categorize applications. You can also control certain voice functions through Siri's voice recognition system, communicate
via videoconference with FaceTime, and share its content with AirDrop.Strong points: very easy to handle, this OS only offers apps that Apple has tested. Therefore, it is less prone to viruses. The new version of iOS 8 offers a sleek design with remarkable fluidity. Weaknesses: it is only used by Apple,
which leaves less choice of tablets, so the price level. App Store, Apple StoreSephone, iPad and iPod touch users have access to the App Store, which offers more than 900,000 apps called apps in 155 countries. They are classified in 23 categories such as newspapers and magazines, games and
entertainment, economics and business, news, sports, fitness and health, travel... Selected options that highlight new features or apps selected by Apple; Ranking the most downloaded apps Recommendations... While there are many free apps, there are also paid apps starting at $0.89. To access the
store, you must provide detailed information about your bank card.4/ Android: The Operating System of Google Principle Android is the operating system offered by Google for mobile devices. It is a very open and flexible system used on smartphones, tablets, TVs, digital walkers, as well as in home
automation. The latest version of 4.4 is called KitKat.ErgonomieAndroid available by pages at the bottom of which are the icons of the most commonly used applications. Some manufacturers offer a clean bandage. Easy-to-use Android and its derivatives are pretty simple. But other players, whether
manufacturers, publishers or operators, interfere with certain devices. As a result, some presentations are a little busy or emphasize unnecessary applications. Strengths: Android is becoming more and more common, you will find tablets of all formats, at all costs, from manufacturers and with different
designs. You can easily use your media files. Weaknesses: Sometimes the app store has something and everything. Some are fantastic and original, others are poorly finished, carrying viruses or scams. Google Play, an Android store called Android Market until 2012, Android Store is now called Google
Play. According to Google, it has more than a million apps in all languages. To access it, simply create a Gmail address. There is no need to include bank details. You will find paid or free apps, choices, bestsellers, the most popular games... Not all Android tablets have direct access to Google Play: you
must have the hardware for which the manufacturer has received Google certification. Otherwise, you'll only have access to a standard selection of apps.5/ Windows 10: Microsoft's operating system Principle OS, whose latest version is called Windows 10, also exists in a lighter version called Windows
RT. Its interface comes in large squares or colored rectangles, tiles that are displayed on the screen. This system is used for all Microsoft products (including all Microsoft Surface RT tablets) and other tablet brands such as the Acer Iconia W510 tablet, Samsung ATIV TAB 3, HP Envy 2... ErgonomicsThe
Windows 10 tiles offer animated content, updated in real time to get the latest news or emails. The most useful features are displayed by touching the screen from right to left, or from its virtual or real keyboard. The home page is customizable (colors, photos...). The easy-to-useWindows 10 is designed for
touch and cloud, allowing data to be stored on servers. They are available without taking seats on the tablet. If you have a smartphone or computer recently, you will find the same presentation. Strengths: The OS is the same, regardless of the screen so you can use Microsoft software directly from your
tablet. Practical for the whole office! Weaknesses: First, it is more confusing than other systems and takes a little time to adapt. Fewer apps are currently available in the Windows Store. Microsoft's Windows Store offers free or paid apps available on five different machines at the same time. For France,
the store has more than 53,000 applications. This figure is significantly lower than in other stores, but Microsoft has created an incentive policy for flagship applications to also be present on its platform. Thus, the American giant assures that the most popular apps are indeed in the Windows Store. You'll
get access to it from the windows Store's homepage in today's UI mode, i.e. from a full-screen screen. 6/ To read: Tablet Guide Edition 2013 There are on the market over a hundred tablets. In writing the Book of our time selected and tested 32 of the best. Find this test site in our guide, as well as a
selection of basic apps and accessories to enhance the capabilities of your new digital tool. You'll also find all our tips for getting off to a good start. On sale in newsstands starting Monday, November 18, 2013. $4.95. On Thursday, December 5, 2013, from 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., she will meet with Sicily
Dard, the author of this guide. It will answer all your questions live on tablets and new technologies.  Technology. 
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